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Chapter One
Most scholars believe that public international law is something like positive morality instead of
the law. Some scholars also says it is politics relates with the languages of the law. After 1970's,
most of the European as well as the developing countries universities international law has begun
to offered as a separate discipline of law.

History of international law
There are different arguments regarding with the time international law was emerge. Some
scholars says there was sea boundary agreements between two different civilizations like
mesopatamia and the city states of greec. Most of the scholars argue that it has either originated
in the 1648 westphalian treaty. Others asociate with the renesance movement. Others also with

Hugo grocious. He was a dutch jurist. Most of the scholars argue that the modern international
law emerged in the 17th century after the book publish by hugo grocious. They regarded as a
father of international law. The term international law is coined by jermi bentam in the 1789. He
define international law as a branch of juris prudence exclusively concerning with mutual
transactions between sovereign as such. This is a typical clasical definition of international law.
The first limitation is it restrict the aplication of public international law to sovereigns only. Now
days, its aplication is expanded to international organizations as well as individuals under certain
cercumstances. This has developed particularly in the 20th century. For instance, in 1948, in the
first ICJ advisory opinion, decided that international law is also aplicable to international
organizations such as UN, EU and etc. The definition provided by the foreign relations of the
USA is, International law is used to the statement consists of rules and principles of general
aplication link with the conduct of states and international organizations with their relations we
had seen as with some of their relations with persons whether natural or juridical. One of the
Nigerian scholar of an international law called adimonal abas defined international law in the
following way. It is the body of rules and principles contain in various sources including treaties
and customs which the subjects of international law have accepted as binding on that and its
purposes are either to regulate their relations with one another or in their relations with natural
persons or jurisdic person.
There are three major school of thoughts of international law. The first one is naturalism, there is
a law of nature that applies to states just as such a law applies to individuals. When there is a
man made laws, these natural laws are at the top of the hierarchy.
The second one is posetivism, it is the opposite of naturalism. They argue that for a law to be
binding there has to be a law from a sovereign.
The third one is grocianism, they try to reconcile the two oposit school of thoughts by arguing
that international law doesn't consist only natural law and man made laws. Rather it is a
conbination of both laws. Fore instance, the prohibition against jenocide and slavery.

Clasifications of international law
There are different types of clasification of international law. The first one is public and private
international law. The major differences of these laws are, sources of public international law are
custom and treaty. The parties also most of the time states and organizations.

The second type of clasification is, first general international law, it is a law that is aplicable on
the majority of the states like the UN charter. Second, regional international law, it is aplicable to
specific regions like AU and EU. Third, specific international law, these are laws that are vary
specific to the states. For instance, bylateral agreements of the countries.

Chapter Two Sources of international law
According to the article 38 of the ICJ statute, there are four sources of international law. These
are international conventions, international customs, the general principles of law recognized by
the civilized nations and subjected to article 59, judicial decisions and teachings of the most
qualified experts.
Even if there is no legal hierarchy between the sources of international laws, practically, treaties
or conventions have the first position. Because, they are written and codified. These sources of
international law are not exhostive. We can add other sources like the general asembly
resolutions.

Customery international laws
CIL is mathimathically express as an overt action or state practice+subjective conviction or
opinio juris. There arre two elements in the above definition of international customery law.
These are state practice and oppino juries.

State practice
There are at list four elements of state practices. The first one is consistancy, it should be
uniform. The second one is repeatation, in other words it indicates about duration. A certain
usage or activity has to be repeated for certain period of time. The third one is generality, to what
extent the practice is accepted by the state for subjects of international law. The fourth one is
duration, it is not a strict requirement for state practice but, at list a certain period of time has to
laps for a practice to develop as a custom. But, there is no definate time stipulate one state
practice change in to the custom. Exceptionally in a certain circumstances a single instance may
develop as a custom. For instance, in the case of the uper space.
Where do we get these components of state practice؟
These components are mainly developed from the decisions of the ICJ. The first one is the well
known case of asilum. The case was happened in 1949 between peru and colombia. In that year,
there was a revolution happened in peru. Mr. Tourei who was a poletical party leader suspected

by organizing the revolution. And the government of peru issue an arrest warant against tourei.
Then, he escape and entered in the colombia embsy in peru. After that The colombian officials
wanted to safely transfered him to colombia. According to colombia, this person committed a
poletical crime. Peru also argue in the otherwise, he committe an ordinary crime not a poletical
offence. One of the issues in this case was whether the colombia has a right unilaterally declared
of qualifying the offence of that person was committed. According to colombia, there was a
regional customery law which permit the colombia to unilaterally qualified the crime committed.
Peru argue to the contrary there is no such latin america customery law. Finally, the court
decided as regarded latin american international law colombia has not prooved the existance of
regional or locally constant or uniform practice of unilateral qualification as area of the state of
refuge and an obligation upon the teritory and sea. In other words the court consider in its
decision the requirements of repeatation and consistency.
The other case in this regard is the north sea continental shelf case between west germany versus
holand and denmark. There was a disagreement between these states on the issue of how to
delimit the continental shelf between these countries. There are different parts of sea or ocean.
For instance, teritorial sea, continental shelf, exclusive zone and the high sea. On the high sea the
aplicable law is the international law. But, the case was on the continental shelf. There is a
convention regarding with continental shelf cases that is article 6 of the geneva vonvention on
the continental shelf of 1958. But, the problem is west germany is signed this convention but, not
ratified. Therefor, this convention is not the aplicable law on this case. However, the next
arguement was the principle provided under that provision is developed in to custom. The court
decided this case as follows. This unindispensable requirement would be that within the period in
to question, short though it might be state practice including that two states whose interests are
especially affected in this case west germany, should have been extensive and virtually uniform
even from in the sens of prohibitioning of any should more over have occur in such a way that to
show a general recognition that a rule of law or legal indication informed. Because of this, the
court declared that the equal distance principle has been fulfilled as custom.
The unilateral humaniterian intervention is an intervention, or use of force in another state on the
ground that there is a humaniterian crises therefor, this humaniterian crisess has to be averted. In
principle, use of force against another state is prohibited. But, there are two exceptions for this.
The first one is whem theUN security council authorize it. For instance, the intervention in

Libya. And second one is self defence. Even if these are the only exceptions, some states and
scholars argue that unilateral humaniterian intervention is also possible. Because, there is a groth
human right violations. The bases of this arguement is that a customery international law has
developed towards unilateral humaniterian intervention. For instance, there was a growth human
right violation in Uganda during the reign of Ed Amin Dada. In that time, Tanzaniya invaded
some parts of Uganda and firstly justify its action on the ground of human right violations.
However, immediatly Tanzenia change its justification to self defence. Even if it is argueable,
the NATO's intervention in Cosovo is based on human right violation. But, some persons argue
that the intervention was made in accordance with the UN security council resolution. On the
other hand, there is no intervention in the case of Rwanda, Darfur, and etc. Therefor, according
to the above instances, there is no uniform and constant practice of international humaniterian
intervention. In addition to these, most of the interventions are made by the western states. It is
also lack the element of generality. Though the action taken by the powerfull states is more
likely develop in to custom than act of small staes, even there is no consusness among
themselves. Particularly China and Rushia strongly oppose a foreign intervention unless it is for
the purpose of self defence. So, it is too deafficult to argue unilateral humaniterian intervention
has developed as a custom.

Oppinio juries
An oppinio juries is a psychological to lead to a subjective conviction or believe that a state
activity is legal or illegal and the factors which
Opinio juries is a subjective conviction or believe that a certain rule or practice has an obligatory
nature. It is treaty in the sens that for a practice to develop as a customery international law, the
state should believe that, that practice as an obligatory nature. It is an important element because,
it terms a certain usages in to a law. For instance, developmental aid programs, the developed
states launch a developmental aid programs for developing countries for several years. It fulfill
the element of state practice but, not the second one that is opinio juries. Because, there is no
legally binding requirement that requires the developed nations to deliver aids for developing
nations. This means the aid is given based on their willingness not from the legal conviction.
This is the event that makes such usages a customery international law. This element is expressly
recognized by the permanent court of justice (PCIJ). PCIJ is a court which was exist prior to the
establishment of ICJ. There are a lot of cases decided by this court. One of these cases is A lotus

case between France and Turkey. On the high sea, the french ship called Lotus colided with the
Turkish ship called Kuskord. Because of the colition, a number of people died from the Turkish
side. When the capitain of the Lotus ship riched in Estanbul, the capitain and the cru arested and
accused with negligence. France argued that it is only the state or nation of the accused has an
exclusive right to prosecute the offender. The source of france claim is a customery la as
developed in relation to the abstation from prosecuting the nationals of another blank states. The
decision of the PCIJ is that only if such abstaintion, the abstaintion from prosecution worded on
there, being concious of a duty to abstain wouldn't it be possible to speak of an international
custom. The court in its decision examine is it the custom is out of theconviction of the states to
abstain or not. The court decided in favor of turkey by saying there is no intension of the states to
be bound for the abstaintion.
How to proof the fulfilment of psychological element of opinio juries is also deafficult for even
scholars. The easiest way to this question is refering the decisions of the ICJ. ICJ is also refer the
position of states in the international organizations like UN. For instance, in the US Nicaragua
case, the court consider the position of US in the general asembly to determine use of power or
intervention is developed as a custom.

Treaties
There are different names of treaties. For instance, conventions, charter, agreement, covenants,
declarations, protocol and etc. The first concept should come to our mind regarding with treaties
is the term pacta tus servanda (agreementns should be made in good faith and binding on them).
It is one of the oldest principle of international law and it could be recorded as a foundation for
international law. Treaties get their binding nature from customery international law. as
customery law, if two parties gave their consent, that consent will bind them. Treaties can be
clasified in to two. These are law making treaties and treaty contracts. Law making treaties are
treaties signed by number of states on a broader areas. In addition to that they have the norm
creating nature. This means since the treaties signed and ratified by many states in the world,
thaere is a tendency that these treaties or the laws incorporated in these treaties will involve in to
customery international law. Such treaties have the chance to develop as a customery
international law. For instance, the UN charter it is signed by more than 190 states has a norm
creating nature. So, laws of UN charter like use of power have a binding effect even for the states
who are not a member of the UN. Sometimes instade of norm creating, they may also codified

existing customs like the 1961 the Vena convention on the diplomatic relations. If there is
consent is the very foundation for the binding nature of the sources of international law such as
treaty and custom, what about the newly emerged states ؟this is one of the limitations which have
been raised regarding with consent specially by the posetivist theory. But, in practice, the newly
states bound by the existing international custom, because, it would be extreemely deaficult for
the international order.
The other type of treaty is treaty contracts. By their nature they are very specific and limited in
their subject matter and the number of signatory states like bylatteral treaties for different
purposes.

The relationship of treaties and custom
Theoritically, There is no hierarchical differense between treaties and customs. They have an
equal application. However, practically, treaties are the primary sources of international law.
Because, they are found in a written form and convinient for reference and use. In the case of law
making treaties, they may codify the existing customs. In such a case, even if it is
arguementative, according to the ICJ decision on the Nicaragua case, both custom and treaties
will have a simultanious application irrespective of whether the custom incorporated in to a
treaty. In that case, US argue that since the UN charter incorporated the rules of use of power,
which is established under international customery law that custom have to seize to exist. The
ground of the ICJ decission is a real case a custom and a treaty will have an identical except in its
rules their could be some slight varations. A good example is a case of self defense. According to
article 2sub4 and article 51 of the UN charter, to invok self defense, there has to be an armed
attack from another state. But, additionally to the UN charter, the requirements of proportionality
and necessaty are also incorporated under the customery laws. Therefore, custom and treaties
have the complementary role.

General principles of law
The term general principle is by itself is subject to controversy among different scholars. Some
of them argues that the general principles under the statute is to incorporate other laws such as
natural laws. For posetivists, the insertion of general principles is nothing add more than treaties
and customs. Treaties and customs are the only sources of international law for posetivists. For
instance, a prohibition against use of force is a principle of international law. But, we find this

general principle both under customery laws as well as treaties. The third opinion is the most
accepted. Which argue that it constitute the separate sources of law but, limited in scope. These
principles usually comes from municipal laws. It is one good opportunity to incorporate well
established principles under any domestic legal system.
There was a factory case between Holand Germany. There was an agreement between Germany
and Holand to transfer a certain part called upper Selasiya in to the jurisdiction of Holand and in
the return Holand will not seize the properties that belong to Germany. But, again in this
agreement, Holand seized one of the factories owned by Germany called Cherzo Factory and a
legal disput arose between the two countries. The claim of Germany was that since Holand
breach the treaty or the bylateral international agreement, Germany was requesting for a
reparation for the breach of the agreement. The court in this case decided that it is the general
conception of law that every body should of an agreement involves an obligation to make a
reparation. The court refer a general principle well established under the domestic law that any
breach of obligation has brings an obligation to make reparation.
Specially, regarding with evidence and other procedural laws most of the decissions of the ICJ
has applied the concepts from municipal laws. For instance, the korfu channal case is about the
addimission of circumstancial evidence. In the jenoside case also the concept of resjudicata was
applied. Again in the Barselona trunction case is about limited company. The case was between
Spain and Belgium. There is a company called Barselona trunction. This company was registered
under the law of Canada  ؛but, most of the shareholders were Belgians. This company at one
point sold bonds to non Spaniards. But, because of the Spain civil war the Spanish government
didn't allow Barselona truction company to pay non Spanish bond holders in currency. As a
result these non Spanish individuals suit the company before Spanish court. The Spanish
domestic court decided that this company had to be sold and the surplus had to be paid for the
bond holders. The company first convince the Canada to sue on behalf of the company before an
international court. But, Canada fails to sue because, convinced that the act of Spain was inlight
of international law nothing of wrong was done to the company. In alternative, Since most of the
shareholders were Belgians, Belgium brought an action against the government of Spain before
an international court. So the issue was whether Belgium has a locus standi to bring the case an
international court on behalf of the company. The other issue is in the limited companies, can
shareholders bring a case on behalf of the company. Shareholders cannot represent the company

because, the company has its own personality. Therefore, the court decided negatively towards
Belgium by infering the separate personality of the company and the shareholders from the
domestic laws.

Equity
It is the fourth source of international laws. It also subjected for different controversys. The good
example of this principle is the border delimitation between Ethiopia and Ereteria. The first
arguement is this equity principle is serves to apply the rules incorporated in the different treaties
and international customs in a fair manner. Sometimes there may not have an applicable treaty as
well as custom for that particular case. For instance, in the north sea continental shelf case,, the
convention was not applicable for West Germany and again the court decided that there is no
custom developed how to delimit the continental shelf. Since there was not any international law
to govern the case, finally the court apply the principle of equity and determine the disputed
states to delimit the continental shelf based on this principle.

Judicial decissions
It is the other source of international law. But, these decissions have subsidary application not a
primary application. As it is clearly stipulated under article 38 of the ICJ statute, the judicial
decissions of the courts will not have a binding nature. There is no the concept of precedent in
the international law. But, practically ICJ refer its prior decissions to solve the instituted case.
So, refering the previous court decissions for the same issue or claim is must.

Writings the scholars
Particularly with the rise of posetivism, the contribution of the writings as a source of
international law is very minimum. Because, They are very subjective and bias. But, they have a
great role to clarify the existing international laws.
In addition to these sources of international law, there are also others. Because,the lists of the ICJ
statute is not exhostive. We can add other sources of international law such as the General
asembly resolutions and particularly the works of International law commission. The resolutions
of the general asembly are not binding in their nature, rather they are recommendations. But,
they have a significant role to shape the behavior of the states and to develop a certain practice in
to custom. For instance, if the resolution is adopted by the dominant number of the states, there is

a possibility for this resolution to develop in to a custom. Because, it is supported or accepted by
the majority of the states.
International law commission is established by the general asembly. Its main purpose is to insure
the progress in the development of international law. It is one of the UN organs with 34
members. They draft a treaty and open for discussion or comment from states and then, there
would be an international conference on the draft treaty and subsequently signed and ratified by
states. For instance, the 1961 the prohibition on the deplomatic relationship, the 1969 laws and
treaties. The studies and reports of the ILC have significant role in developing certain rule in to
customery international law. Because, the members of this organ are the well known experts of
different countries so it is highly likely to influence the behaviour of the states. For instance, the
2004 draft articles for the state responsibility. After a certain period of time, when the states
began to act inaccordance with these rules, these rules may develop in to a custom. Even in some
cases, in the absence of any other laws, the ICJ may refer to the works of international law
commission.

Chapter Three Subjects of international law
The main subjects of international law are states. There are also other subjects of international
law like international organizations, companies and individuals. In fact, these individuals and
companies are subject to international law under certain exceptional circumstances.
States
There are four conditions have to fulfilled for a certain intity to qualify as a state in accordance
with article (1) of the Montividio convention on the rights and duties of the states. Even if it was
meant to be applicable only for Latin American countries, through time it had developed as a
customery law. So that when we defined states usually refered article (1) of the Montividio
convention.

Permanent population
It is the first element to qualify as a state. But, there is no lower and upper limit of population.

territory
The second element is territory There has to be a defined territory. There is no the lower and
upper limit of the size of the territory. But, it doesn't matter whether the border is disputed or not.

government or effective government
The third and the most important and controvercial element is government or effective
government. There has to be a government that effectively controlled the territory that he has.
But, this doesn't mean that a government who have an effective controll throughout its territory.
However, at list a certain portion of the territory has to be effectively controlled. The other major
consideration for the existance of effective controll is the capacity to provide the internal and
external security.

the capacity inter in to a relations
The fourth element is the capacity inter in to a relations with the other states. This is also a matter
of independency.
For better understanding of these elements look the Western Saharan case and the case of
Palastine.

requirements to be a member of UN
There are different requirements to be a member of UN. These are substantive and procedural
requirements. The substantive requirement is to be a state. The first procedural requirement is the
two third majority vote of the general asembly. Second, the UN security council has to
recommend the applicant state to join the UN. Before 2011, the status of Palastine in the UN is
the observer entity. After 2011, the status of Palastine is upgrade in to observer state. If there is a
large number of recognition among the international community, there is a tendency that the four
requirements will be losely assessed. For instance, even if there is less evective controll, but
there is a large number of recognition for Palastine. Palastine recognized by more than 120
countries as an independent states. However, recognition is not one of the determining element in
the assessment of statehood.

Theories of recognition
There are two theories regarding with recognition. The first one is declarative theory, which
argue that recognition is only a poletical decission or poletical affirmation of the existing factual
circumstances, so, it is not an element of statehood. On the other hand, the proponents of
constitutive theory argue that recognition is one of the elements of state. Dispite the fact that a
certain entity has satisfied the four legal elements, may not emerge as a statehood without the
recognition of the most states. For instance, Somali land. In the case of Somali land, the states

fails to give recognition not because of the four requirements rather due to the prohibition of
unilateral cessation.

International organizations
There are different requirements to achieve an international status. The first one is they have to
be established by treaties. It is very deaficult to distinguish international organizations with other
organizations on this requirement such as international companies like Cocakola. Second it
should be established by the states for instance, NGOs are not international organizations, or
sometimes by other international organizations. The third requirement is they are regulated under
international law. International corporations however regulated by the domestic laws. Sometimes
states may come together and conclude a certain treaty to establish an organization and agree that
that organization to be regulated under the laws of one of the states. In such a case, that
organization will not be an international organization since the states have agreed that it shall be
governed by a national law. Fourth, there has to at list one independent organ. This emanate from
the conception that an international organization should be independent of its member states.
An international organizations can be catagorized in to three. These are, universal, regional and
sub regional international organizations. Universal, its membership is open for all states
irrespective of their geographic location. UN is the best example of universal type of
international organization.
Whether international organizations are subjects of international law؟
There is a clasical reparation injuries case. It is an advisory opinion of the ICJ. This case was
arose in 1948 because of the murder of a Swedish UN diplomat called count Berndet who asign
to negotiate the Arab Israel conflict in Israel. He was killed by Osraeli militant group in
Jerusalem. Israel as a state has obliged to provide a sufficient security for the protection of this
diplomat. But, @israel fails to do so. Then, the UN send a request to ICJ for an advisory opinion
whether the UN has a legal personality and it is a subject of international law. The court on its
opinion stated that the UN was intended to exsercise and injoy an international legal personality
such as the capacity to enter in to treaty, sent diplomat in to states and like. The ICJ in its opinion
consider the purposes and functions of the UN. It was clear that its functions and purposes
cannot be achieved without having a legal personality. For instance, maintainance of
international peace and security. Such UN goals never can be achieved without an international

legal personality. Therefore, ICJ concluded that the UN can claim compensation on behalf of its
agent.

Individuals
Individuals can be a subject of international law only for the protection of human rights. Some of
the human right instruments directly give an access for the individuals to bring a case before an
international human right courts. For instance, the European convention on human right.
How individuals can be held responsibly under international court like the ICJ؟
The international criminal court was established in 1998 with the Rome statute. Under this
statute, individuals particularly sinior government officials at held criminally responsible for the
acts done such as jenocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. ICC has no a primary
jurisdiction over the case rather it has a subsidary jurisdiction. This means ICC can exsercise
jurisdiction only if the domestic courts of a certain state are unable or unwilling to bring a case
against the suspect. The jurisdiction of the ICC is the above three major crimes. The second one
is one of these crimes are committed by the national of a member state. Third the crimes are
committed in the member states. The third one is referar from the UN security council. For
instance, the referar of Omar Hasen Al Beshr.
In what capacity can the UN refer the case against the state which not a member to the Rome
statute؟
According to chapter seven of the UN charter, the security council has a primary role on the
maintainance of international peace and security. It can take any measures which deemes fit to
the circumstance. This is a foundation to a case referar to the ICC.
There are some specific articles of the Rome statute which are pertine to the issue of subjects of
international law. For instance, article 25 of the statute is reads as the court shall have
jurisdiction over natural persons. Article 27 stated about irrelevancy of official capacity, this
statute shall apply equally to all persons without any distniction based on official capacity.

Chapter four the relation between international law and
municipal law
Introduction
There is a possibility that an international law will be applicable before a domestic court and on
the reverse a municipal law will be applicable before an international court.

theories on the relationship of international law and municipal law
There are two theories regarding with the issues of the relationship of municipal law and
international law and on the effects when the contradictions arises b-n the two laws.

monism
The first theory is called monoism. This argue that comestic laws and international laws cannot
be contradict. Because, at the end of the day the both have common domain or sphere of
application is tend to achieve human needs. But, if a contradiction arises among these laws,
monists argue that international laws shall always prevail. The advocates of this theory like trans
kelsen and lotho paks argue that since international law has better protection for human rights
than municipal laws and since municipal laws cannot be trusted enough, international law shall
prevail and domestic laws always shall comply or comforum with international laws. An
international law would be applicable for domestic court automatically wen that state state has
ratified a treaty.

Dualism theory
The proponents of dualism theory argue that we cannot talk about a contradiction between the
two laws. From the beginning it rejects the arguement of the monism that international and
domestic laws apply in the same domain or sphere. Because,there is a clear difference between
the domain of international and domestic laws. The sphere of application of the domestic laws is
limited within the interior jurisdiction of an independent sovereign state. However, international
laws will be applicable to govern mainly the relationship of the states and international
organizations. In short municipal laws are laws apply within the a state whereas, international
laws are laws apply in the international arena. So, they are not comparable. If a contradiction is
happened, in the domestic courts, municipal laws will be prevail. If the contradiction is occur in
the international law, international laws will be prevail. According to dualism an international
law to be applicable before a domestic court, that treaty or other international laws first should
pass through domestic law making process. For instance, Ethiopia is a member state of ICCPR.
According to monists, since Ethiopia ratified this human right treaty, that treaty will be
immediately applicable on the domestic courts. But, for dualists, ratification is not the only
requirement for the applicability of international laws before the domestic courts. Domestication
is a further requirement. For instance, according to the Negarit Gazet establishment proclamation

number 3/1995، a court is expected to take a judicial notice of the law if that law is published
under the federal Negarit Gazet. This is one of the domestication processes.

Where is the hierarchy of the international treaties
According to art. 9(1) of the constitution, the constitution is the supreme law of the land. But,
some persons especially human right activists argue the chapter three (provisions related with
human right) of the constitution is at least in equal position with the entire application of the
constitution. Second we can refer the international treaties ratified by Ethiopia is only for the
purpose of interpretation and clarification as stated under art. 13 of the constitution. Third,
constitution is the expression of the consent and willingness of the peoples. It is not enacted or
promulugate by a specific body. But, other laws including international treaties are enacted and
ratified by a specific body that is the legislater.
In what circumstances international laws sould be applicable within domestic jurisdiction
Regarding with this there are two theories these are incorporation and transformation.
Incorporation means when an international agreements has an automatic application within the
domestic jurisdiction. On the other hand, transformation means if an international law has to go
some certain procedures to be applicable before the domestic jurisdiction. For instance,even if
there is no consusness in UK in the 19th century, customery international laws were considered
automatically applicable before UK courts. If the court is certain that there is such and such
customery international law, the court was oblidged to apply that customery law, because, under
the UK legal system, customery international laws have an automatic application before
domestic courts. But, in the 20th century and onwards, this automatic application of customery
international law has substantially changed and now a days, it has to go through the act of the
parliament. It has to constitute a stre desis in the UK legal system.
In Ethiopia, art. 9(4) of the constitution says that an international treaties ratified by the HPR are
an integral part of the laws of the country. This means, so long as ratified by the parliament, that
treaties are considered as a domestic laws. On the other hand, proclamation number 3/1995 Art.
2(2) says all laws of the federal government shall be published on the fedral Negarit Gazet. It
refers publication. Art. 2(3), all federal or regional legislative, excutive, judicial organ as well as
any natural or juridical person shall take judicial notice of laws published on the federal Negarit
Gazet. Art. 2(4), the federal Negarit Gazet shall be published in both the Amharic and English
language. In the case of discrepancy, the Amharic version shall be prevail. Now, the arguement

is Ethiopia has ratified for instance, the convention on child right, the ICCPR, and for most all
international human right agreements. But, almost non of them had been published under the
Negarit Gazet. And those few international human right agreements are published under the
Negarit Gazet which the body of those agreements is not publish.
Some argue that there is a discrepancy between the constitution and the federal Negarit Gazet
establishment proclamation. Because, the constitution is required only ratification to consider an
international law to make an integral part of the laws of the country. But, the federal Negarit
Gazet add more procedural requirements like publication on it. On the other hand, others argue
that there is no real contradiction b-n the federal Negarit Gazet and the constitution. Because,
When closely look the establishing proclamation, it says judicial notice. This proclamation
requires publication not to consider as an integral part of the laws of the country rather it is for
the court to take judicial notice. So, still ratification is the only requirement. It is a theoritical
arguement. But, practically, we find very few cases were the court directly refer international
agreements. One of such few cases is Tsedale's case. In that case, when the mother of the child is
died, the father of the child applys for guardianship. The lower courts decided in favour of the
father in accordance with the family code. However, the federal cassation division decided in
favor of the aunt of the child. Because, even if where the child has a parent which is a father,
what matter for the guardianship is the best interest of the child. This best interest of the child is
incorporated in both under the federal constitution as well as the convention on the child right
which Ethiopia is a party to. In addition to this, the Geneva conventions were also sighted on the
case of Mengstu Hailemaryam the late president of Ethiopia.
The other practical limitation of the courts not to apply international agreements is the working
language of the court is amharic. As long as amharic is the working language, the court cannot
force to translate the english or other version of international laws.
The treaty or any international laws which are presented to the court shall be the authentic
decuments. This means, which is the authentic document is also another practical problem.
Therefore, the position of Ethiopia is not clear. It depends upon the way you argue. If ratification
taken as the only requirement, Ethiopia follow incorporation theory. But, according to the
requirements of the establishing proclamation and practical limitations, we can say Ethiopia
follow transformation theory.

The application of domestic laws before an international courts or the
relationship of domestic laws and international courts
In principle,states cannot bring its domestic law as a defence for the violation of an international
obligation. It is a basic principle under international law And it incorporate under Art. 27 of the
Vena convention on the laws of treaties in 1969. For instance, if there is an international law
prohibit expropration of properties with out proper compensation, but, the government come up
with a law that allows the state to nationalize even for a properties with out any compensation, in
such a case, the act of the state is lawfull under the domestic laws even if it violate international
rules. But, before an international court, that state cannot defend its act based on the domestic
laws.

Chapter five jurisdiction
Introduction
Jurisdiction is about the capacity to regulate or impact upon people, properties or circumstances.
It talks about legislative, excutive and judicial jurisdictions.

types of jurisdiction
Legislative jurisdiction
Legislative jurisdiction means, a law enacted by a state could be applicable and b binding only
within the teritory of that state.
Excutive or enforcement jurisdiction
Excutive/enforcement jurisdiction is a jurisdiction to enforce a law enact by a state within the
teritory of that state. The case of Adolf Ekman is the good example of excutive jurisdiction. In
that case the Israle security forces, without informing Argentina, they smaggled Adolf Ekman
who was one of the nazy officials and the most responsible person to jewish holocost, to Israle.
Then Argentina seriously protested the act of Israle by arguing that it is a critical violation of the
integrity and sovergnity of the state of Argentina and a clear disregard of teritorial enforcement
jurisdiction. Then Argentina brought the case before the security council and the security council
under its resolution expressly stated that the act of Israle is in violation of international law.
Judicial or perscriptive jurisdiction
Judicial/perscriptive jurisdiction is the capacity of courts interfair in the cases which have foreign
element. In civil cases, a mere existance of a defendant from one state may a source of judicial

jurisdiction for that state. It include the domicile, nationality, place of the wrongfull act and etc.
But, in the criminal cases, there are five principles to assume judicial jurisdiction.

principles of judicial jurisdiction
Teretorial principle
Under the teretorial principle, if the crime is committed within the teretory of the state. For
instance, if the US citizen commit a crime in Ethiopia, Ethiopia can asume judicial jurisdiction.
The teretorial principle is the primary and the most sighted principle to asume judicial
jurisdiction. The main reason is since the crime is commited in that state, most of the evidences
such as witnesses will be found there.

Active nationality principle
According to this principle, the states tend to claim jurisdiction when the offender is the national
of those states. If the US citizen commit a crime in Ethiopia, US can claim judicial jurisdiction in
accordance with this principle.

Passive nationality principle
It is the reverse of active nationality principle. For instance, if the Ethiopian citizen commit a
crime on the US citizen in Kenya, US can claim judicial jurisdiction. Here, the national state of
the victim not the offender may claim jurisdiction. The Locurbi case is a real example for this
principle. In that case, a plain was down in Scotland by the highjackers in 1986. Most of the
victims of that incident were the nationals of US. The suspects of the crime were also the
nationals of Libya. So, Britain, US and other states of the victims were a jurisdiction by passive
nationality principle.

Protective principle
According to the protective jurisdiction, the states may exsercise a jurisdiction over foreigners
who have committe an act which is deemed to prejudicial to the security of a particular state
concerned. For instance, The case of Julian Asange. Julian Asange is an Australian citizen who
released the classified documents that threatened the security of US on the website called
Wikliks. So, US was requesting the extradition of this person, because, the release of those
classified documents affects the security of US. Therefore, US can asume jurisdiction only by
protective principle.

Universal jurisdiction
Here, the the only criterion is the specific nature of the committed crime. Since the crimes
committed are believed to be crimes against the international community, any state can claim
judicial jurisdiction. There is no consusness on which crimes are against the international
community. But, there is consusness at least with two crimes that are the crime of piracy and war
crimes. Some persons also extend the scope of such crimes by including crimes against
humanity, genocide and etc.

principles incorporated in the Ethiopian criminal code
Which of these principles are incorporated under the Ethiopian criminal code?
Art. 11 reads as this code shall apply to any person whether a national or a foreigner who has
committed one of the crimes specified in this code on the teretory of Ethiopia. According to this
provision the Ethiopian courts can claim judicial jurisdiction by the teretorial principle. Art. 13
says that this code shall apply to any person who has commited one of the crimes against the
state of Ethiopia its safety, integrity, institutions, essential interests and currency and others,in
outside. It implies protective principle. Art. 17 say that any person who has committed outside
Ethiopia a crime against international law or an international crimes specified in to Ethiopian
legislations, an international treaty or conventions to which Ethiopia is a party, and crimes
against public moral specified under Art. 525، 599 and the like. It is a subsidary jurisdiction.
This means, any crime committed outside Ethiopia against international law, the Ethiopian courts
may asume jurisdiction in the absence of another state who claim a jurisdiction. So, this
provision also resemble the universal principle. Art. 18 says this code shall apply to any person
who committed a crime outside Ethiopia against an Ethiopian national or to any Ethiopian
national who has committed outside Ethiopia a crime of another kind than to specified the
forgoing articles. This provision is also consist the principles of active and passive nationality.
Therefore, almost all of the principles are incorporated under the Ethiopian criminal code.

The case of Adolf Ekman
Arrest_warrant__or_Yerodia_case
There is also another case between Dimocratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Belgium in 2000.
At that where Belgium issued an arrest warrant against an incumbant foreign affairs minister of
DRC Yaraduwa for the crime against humanity. However, Belgium didn't arrest him. DRC

strongly opposed the arrest warrant issued by Belgium in two grounds. The first ground is that
Belgium has no jurisdiction. Second, the act of Belgium violate an international obligation to
give immunity for sinior officials such as head of states stated under the diplomatic relations
convention. Unfortunately the two litigants agreed to cancil the issue of universal jurisdiction
and requested the court to deliver a decision only on the issue of immunity. But, some of the
judges were attached their dicending oppinion that indicate the scope of universal jurisdiction is
limited to only piracy and to some extent to war crimes.

Extradition
In the absence of by lateral agreement, extradition is not an obligation. The other source of
obligation to extradict is that treaties. For instance, on the convention against jenoside,
convention against torture, convention against slavery, there is a principle of either punish or
extradict. So, the party states on such international agreements shall have an obligation of either
of the two.

Chapter six- The concept of immunity
Sometimes even if the states has a jurisdiction, because of personal or for other issues that state
cannot exercise its jurisdiction over the case. There are two concepts concerning with who can or
in what circumstances a certain body such as states may enjoy immunity.

types of immunity
There are two types of immunity. These are absolute and restrictive immunity.

Absolute immunity
The first one is absolute immunity; this means a state will not be subject to the jurisdiction of
another state. For instance, assume there is a case between Mr. X and US embassy on the

property found in Ethiopia. In such a case, since one of the defendants is a state, the Ethiopian
court may not exercise a jurisdiction over this case.
Why the states cannot be subject to the jurisdiction of another state؟
Some justifications for Absolute immunity
1. As long as all states are equal, it is not fair to submit one state in the jurisdiction of
another state.
2. To respect the state sovergnity, if we allow a certain state to exercise jurisdiction over the
other state, it will contradict with the concept of states sovergnity.
For this reason particularly in the 18th and early 19th century, many of the states will never
allow to entertain a case which arises between one person or company vis-à-vis another state.
There is absolute immunity for the states. An act which is purely a sovereign act is called
Jure Imperri.
There are certain cases this principle was applied. For instance, in the Porto Alexander case.
The ship which is owned by the Portuguese government had commercial relation. This is a case
submitted to a UK court against the ship owned by Portugal. The court decided that since the
ship was owned by a state which is Portugal, the UK court cannot exercise a jurisdiction over
this case. An absolute immunity is apply in this case.

Restrictive immunity
From the late 19th and beginning of 20th century, the engagement of the states in commercial
transactions has significantly sparked. Therefore it has become very difficult to give an absolute
immunity. Especially, with the coming of the socialist legal system, where everything will
conducted by the state. The state had become actively engaged in the commercial transactions
even that are naturally the domain of private individuals. Therefore, currently, there are some
exceptions of absolute immunity of the states. One of the well known exceptions to the acts of
the states is if it is purely a commercial nature. This act is called Jure geotionis. Even if there is
a consensus on that the states cannot exercise immunity in the commercial transactions, but,
there is no censuses on how to define commercial acts.
On the UN convention on the jurisdiction and immunity, to determine whether a state will
exercise immunity or not, first, we should identify whether the act is a commercial nature or non
commercial nature. If it is a commercial nature, second, we again apply another criteria that is

for what purpose that commercial transaction was conducted. It provide another requirement
even after commercial act.
The purpose of that transaction can be manifested or shown in two ways. First, if there is an
agreement to that effect. Second, traditionally if there is a tendency that the purpose of the
transaction shall be considered as a sovereign act. If the commercial transaction is conducted for
instance for some public acts like purchase of rifle for defense, food in the time of drought,
medicine in the time of epidemic diseases and etc. , it would be constitute as Jure Imperri or
sovereign act.
Therefore, the states can claim jurisdictional immunity for such kinds of activities. However,
sometimes it is difficult to identify commercial acts for public purposes from pure commercial
transactions.
For instance, on the Compresso case, Cuba sold some amount of sugar to a company found in
Chili. While this ship/compresso was transporting the sugar in to Chili, the governing regime in
Chili was token down by another regime. Accordingly, the Cuba government decided not to
deliver the sugar. Then a dispute arises between the company and the Cuba government whether
this act constitute as a sovereign act or an ordinary commercial transaction. Cuban argues her act
constitute as an act of political. The court in this case decided that where the transaction will be
constituted as a commercial act and even if the act motivating the Cuban government to breach
the contractual obligation was political. However, it does not define or change the nature of the
transaction. It shows the application of restrictive immunity.
Now, restrictive mode of interpretation are accepted and most domestic court also apply the
restrictive ways of interpretation.
Some other scholars also claim that it is not only commercial transaction where states cannot
claim immunity but there are also other acts like tort immunity.

For instance, in the jurisdictional immunity case between Germany and Italy. In this case,
between (2004-2008), the Italian courts had issued a number of judgments regarding with the
victims of war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by the Germany military during
the Second World War. These WWII victims claim compensation however, Germany claim
repeatedly immunity on the bases that this was done by the state, so another state cannot has a

jurisdiction to entertain this case. But, the courts decide in favor of the victims. In addition to
this, the court allowed the enforcement action for similar cases decided in the Greek courts.
Ferrani Case in 2008
Germany brought the case against Italy before ICJ. In the case, the argument of Germany was
not on the substance of the case rather Italy violate an international law by exercising jurisdiction
over the state of Germany. The first argument of Italy was there is a territorial tort exception in
the international customary law that exclude states acts from jurisdictional immunity if it
take place on the territory of another state.
But, this argument was rejected by the court, because, the court couldn't find any customary as
well as treaty law to support the argument of Italy. This means, the tort exception doesn't apply
in the conduct of armed conflict if one state made a tort. So the ICJ decision on the armed
conflict or war crime there is no tort exception. The tort exception is stipulated in the most of
the states which have an immunity act.
Under Art. 12 of the UN convention on the jurisdictional immunity stated that there is no
jurisdictional immunity regarding with tort cases. But in the convention it is not well explained.
But, when we see the commentary of the international law commission, the intent of tort
exception is not for all acts rather it is for the acts that are covered by insurance. So in insurance
case there is exception. So no immunity exists.
The second argument of Italy was since the crime committed by Germany was a violation of Jus
cogenus, Germany cannot claim immunity.
Jus cogon‟s, means it is a norm that has an over whelming acceptance by almost all of the states
in the world. For instance, genocide, torture and other war crimes. Derogating from this principle
is not permissible. This Italy argument was also again rejected by the court by saying that there is
no international custom bar the states from claiming immunity after violation of jus cogenus.
But, there may be a jurisdiction against an individual person who is a responsible for the
committed crime.

Regarding with tort exception, there is also another case between Bouzari and the Islamic
Republic of Iran. In that case, the person called Bouzari traveled to Iran for business dealing
related with oil. Then he asked to pay 50 million US dollar as a commission by the Iranian
president. But, he refused to pay the requested amount of money. Because of this, the Iranian

security agents broke his house and kidnap him and transfer to state prison and repeatedly
tortured for several months without due process. Finally released by paying Ransem. After he
return to Canada, he institute an action against Iran and claim compensation. The Canadian court
decides case mainly in accordance with the domestic immunity act of Canada.
There are three exceptions on the jurisdictional immunity of states according to the Canadian
immunity act. The first one is criminal proceedings. Second, tort exceptions. Third,
proceedings concerning with the commercial activities of the states. Finally the case was
dismissed due to the customary international law that provides state has immunity and the
Canadian immunity act because it is not committed in territory Canada. This is one of the cases
that state immunity was clearly recognized.
From the very out sake the state couldn‟t a power to brought domestic immunity act, because of
customer international law the state has jurisdictional immunity. For instance, America has an
exception of tort, but it is not in line with the customary international law.
Note
Immunity always rose if and only it raised, as preliminary objection, either by the state or
individuals. If it waived there is no immunity.
Here, immunity does not exfoliate from responsibility. It means it does not imply infinity. It is all
about the domestic court. It does not include the international court Art. 27 Roman statutes.
The other circumstance that jurisdictional immunity may not applicable is that when the
defendant state waive its immunity by proceeding the case. Example, Germany, if she says ok.
To conclude, there is no exception other than commercial transaction, waiving and at some
extent tort exception for the jurisdictional immunity of the states.

Individual immunity
There is a well established international law rule that confers immunity for higher ranking state
officials such as head of states. We call this immunity as Ratione personnel immunity. This
immunity is not based on the nature of the act rather on the nature of the personality that is
certain categories. It grants immunity for irrespective of the liability. This immunity has
consisted both civil and criminal liability. The head of states shall enjoy an absolute immunity
whether private or any act. The immunity goes to irrespective of the time whether in during

official time of the person or before the official time (any time). But it is not work for the private
act after loss of office time. There are different justifications for the absolute immunity of head
of states.
First, such officials are considered as a figure of the state.
Second, to carry out their work without any fear and preservation.
Third, the arrest of these officials will affect the larger public of that state due to the special
nature of their responsibility.

What is the scope of individual immunity?
In the arrest warrant case between DRC verses Belgium, the court decided that the foreign
ministers have an absolute immunity irrespective of the crime committed by them. So it includes
at least foreign ministers. ICJ elaborated Belgium violate international law that is Geneva
Convention. It provides so long as still in the position plus irrespective of the crime because
unless he can‟t discharge his work.
Is there a distinction on the type of immunity, about the personal act or official act?
Irrespective of the act, but the official act will entertained immunity at any time after he loss for
the offence he commit in previously time.

Here, immunity does not exfoliate from responsibility. It means it does not imply infinity. It is all
about the domestic court. It does not include the international court Art. 27 Roman statutes.
Individuals cannot waive immunity. Because, the immunity is only for his work for the state. It is
not for himself. So the state can only waive the immunity of the person.
Immunity always rose if and only it raised, as preliminary objection, either by the state or
individuals. If it is waived there is no immunity.

Exception that he may prosecute
1. When he lose his office, if the act is privet act the immunity will be loss. However, if the
act was been related to his previous official act the immunity will constitutes to extend
and we called that immunity as Rationael Material immunity.
2. If the act is liable in the international court

3. If the state waives his immunity, because here, the purpose of the immunity is for the
state interest.
4. If he prosecuted by his own domestic court.

Diplomatic immunity
The discussion on diplomatic immunity is based on the 1961 Vena convention on diplomatic
relations. It is a convention of the UN ratified by the most of the states. Most of the provisions of
this convention are the codification of the existing international customs.
Art.1, members of the mission = (Head of the mission) + (members of staff of the mission).
Staff of the mission is also classified in to diplomatic staff, technical/administrative staff and
service staff. Members of the service staff are work in the domestic services of the mission. The
difference of private staff and members of the service staff is that private staffs are recruited by
the diplomats. However, members of the service staff are recruited by the sending state.
Art.2, stated about the consensual nature of diplomatic relationship. It is only based on the
mutual consent.
Art. 3 stated about the functions of the diplomats, they have several responsibilities.
1. Representing the sending state,
2. protect the interest of the sending state,
3. Negotiate with the receiving state,
4. Ascertaining by all lawful means condition and development in receiving state,
5. Promoting friendly relation between the two states.
Art 9, is about the concept called Persona-non-granta. It is one of the basic principles in the
diplomatic relationship. It says the receiving state may at any time without having to explain its
decision notify the sending state that head of the mission or any member of the diplomatic staff
of the mission makes persona-non-granta. Persona-non-granta mean that diplomat is no more
acceptable in the receiving state. This was a privilege for the receiving state due to wide
immunity power is given for consular. The receiving state shall give a reasonable period of time
for that diplomat to leave its territory according to Art. 9(2). In practice, up to 48 or 72 hours.
After the expiry of that time, he will be considered as any ordinary individual person without any
immunity.
According to Art.12, the sending state shall acquire the permission of the receiving state to
establish additional offices in the territory of that state.

Art. 22 says, the inviolability of the premises. The agents of the receiving state may not inter in
to except with the consent of the head of the mission even if some unlawfully acts would be
committed inside the premises of the mission. They can‟t be search, requisition, attachment or
execution.

Polish case
Even if there is a snagging of cigar-ate and drugs, they can‟t be searched.

London case 1984
In that case, when a group of Libyan protesters opposing Colonel Mohamed Gadhafi in
London, strike by machine-gun fire from the building of the embassy. After this incident, the
British police ask to inter in to the embassy and find out the suspects. But, the Libyan officials
subjected this demand by claiming diplomatic immunity. Then, the British governments declare
persona-non-granta and expel the members of the diplomatic mission.

According to Art. 22(2) the premises of the mission include the residents of the members of the
mission. As stated under Sub article 2 of Art. 22, the receiving state shall provide special
protection for the premises of the mission.
For instance, in the Iran Hostage case, there was an attack on US embassy in Tehran in 1978. In
that time the diplomat were taken hostage by armed groups who called themselves revolutionary
guards. Instead of condemning the act and take security measures, the then government of Iran
commended the action of the armed groups. It is a clear disregard or violation of an international
obligation that expected from the state to provide a special protection for the premises of the
diplomatic mission. Sub article 3 of Article. 22 the premises are also immune from any kind of
attachment and execution.
According to Art. 23, diplomats as well as their premises are exempted from any kind of taxation
other than services they owed. How about „VAT‟?
Art, 24 Archives and documents are inviolable
Art, 25 the receiving state should facilitate for the performance of the mission.
According to Art. 26, the members of the mission shall have full freedom of movement and
travel within the receiving territory unless it is prohibited by the law. For instance, the recent

state of emergency in Ethiopia was limiting the movement of diplomats within 40 kilometer
radius from Addis Ababa.
Art. 27. The correspondents of the mission including the diplomatic bag are inviolable
Art. 29, diplomatic agents are inviolable. He shall not be liable any form of arrest or detention.
Must be treated with due respect and shall provide the appropriate protection for such diplomatic
agents.
According to Art. 31, diplomatic agents are immune from criminal, civil and administrative
jurisdiction except in three instances.
First, a real action relating to private immovable properties situated in the territory of the
receiving state unless he holds it on behalf of the sending state for the purpose of the mission.
Second, an action relating to succession in who‟s the diplomatic agent is involved as
administrator, executer, heir or legatee.
Third, an action relating to any professional or commercial activity exercised by the diplomatic
agent in the receiving state on private capacity. However, Art. 42 of the UN convention prohibit
diplomatic agents from engaging in such extra activities.
Otherwise these exceptions, the diplomatic agents shall exercise immunity from civil, criminal
and administrative proceedings. Even they are not obliged to give evidence as a witness. But, it
doesn't mean totally free from legal responsibility. They are subject to the sending state.

Vienna convention on Consular relation
When talked about consular relationship, we talk about consuls. Consuls are different from
embassies. Because, consuls are primarily established outside the capital city of the receiving
state. Their major functions are to protect the nationals of the sending state, facilitate trade
relations between the two states. Even if there is a separate Vena convention on consular
relationship, there is no significant difference with the Vena convention on diplomatic
relationship. For instance, Art. 40 of the convention on consular relationship, give protection for
consular officers and their offices.
Art. 41, is about the personal inviolability of consular officers. Consular officers shall not be
liable to arrest or detention or tending trial except in the case of grave crimes pursuant to the
decision of the pertinent judicial authority. This exception is one of the major differences of
consuls from diplomats. Because, diplomats are immune from any criminal proceedings whether

it is grave or petty offence. But, there is no clarity with the definition of grave crime. There is no
standard at the international law that specified certain crimes as grave or petty. It is left to the
domestic jurisdiction. When criminal proceeding is instituted against the consular officer, he
shall appear before the concerned authority including court nevertheless the proceeding is
conducted with the respect due to him private nor official position.
There was a recent case that happened in US which involve the issue of consular immunity.
There was a serious diplomatic crawl between India and US in 2016 regarding with the arrest of
an Indian consular officer who call Kobra Gande by the federal authorities in Network in the
charge of visa fraud to get working visa for her house keeper. She also accused by paying a less
amount of money that is below the minimum wage rate of US. The main issue of the case is
whether the committed crimes are grave or not. If the crime involves is punishable up to ten year,
most of us believe that the crime was a grave crime. By this believe, India immediately
transferred her from consular office to the UN permanent mission. However, India highly
disappointed by the act of US and take counter measure by removed „Barracades‟ from the US
embassy. Whether the act of India was justifiable or not is also another issue. In principle,
counter measure is not allowed under international law. But, there may some exception. For
instance, states may take a counter measure on a state that impose an excess amount of tax on the
trading relationship. But, the states cannot violate international obligations including the
obligations stated in the Vena conventions in the name of counter measure. In this case the act of
India was not justifiable even if there is another argument the level of protection is needed shall
be considered. For, instance, USA and Israel are the most terrorist targeted countries in the
world. At last the case was ended by negotiation so it was not presented before ICJ.
The other pertinent provision of this convention is Art. 36 about communication and contact
with the nationals of the sending state. The nationals have the right to contact and access of the
consular. The receiving state shall must inform to consular office when there is arrest.The
contact authorities of the receiving state shall without delay inform to the consular with the cost
of the sending state. Many cases brought before the ICJ against US. One of these cases is the
Lagranda case. In the case, the brothers Karl and Walter Lagranda who were the German
nationals and had been permanently reside in the US arrested in 1982 in Arizona for their
involvement in an attempted bank robbery in which the bank manager was murdered and another
employee was seriously wounded. In 1984, the court convicted both and sentenced them to

death. But, the Germen consular was informed about the case after ten years in 1992 from the
Lagranda brothers themselves. Nothing could have been done to the case because of procedural
default rules of the US at the stage the German consular was aware of the detention. On February
24/1999 karl Lagranda was executed. On March 2/1999 the day before the scheduled date of the
execution of Walter Lagranda, German was brought the case to the ICJ. The court was made an
injunction order to insure Walter Lagranda was not executed tending the final decision of the
court on US. But, Walter also executed on the next day. German argue US violate Art. 36 of the
Vena convention on the consular relationship. US violate its obligation first, to inform the
German nationals about their right to communicate the German consul. Second, they failed to
contact the German consul about the arrest and sentence of its nationals. US didn't deny the
violation of international obligation and taking measures so that in the future the same violation
would not happen. Second, German argue that US violated the injunction order of ICJ by
executing Walter Lagranda. The US argument on this regard was that ICJ has no power to issue a
binding order. Because, the English version state ICJ is not binding. But, the French version of
the ICJ statute clearly indicates that the order issued by the court has a mandatory or
prerogative nature. Since the ICJ statute is one of the UN document, both English and French
versions are authentic documents (enforceable documents). If there is a contradiction, these
versions shall be interpreted in accordance with the purpose and function of the document. The
court in this case interpreted the purpose of the ICJ statute with that having an obligatory nature
it will be very difficult to have any recourse without having such an obligatory nature. It defeat
the very purpose of ICJ. Therefore, the court found US in violation of its order.

Chapter seven State responsibility
theories on state responsibility
There are two theories on state responsibility the first one is objective or risk theory and the
second one is subjective or fault theory.

Objective/risk theory
According to this theory, any state is responsible for all acts of its organ irrespective of its good
or bad faith. In other words states are strictly responsible for all acts of state organs. It doesn't
matter whether there is any fault on the side of that state or not.

the ‘Cair claim case’
The first case that the objective theory is applied was the „Cair claim case‟ he was a French
national living in Mexico. While he was traveling and reach Mexico, some militaries asked him
to give those around 5,000 dollars. But, he refused to give the requested amount and as a result
these Mexican militaries killed Mr. Cair. Accordingly, France brought an action against the state
of Mexico by alleging that the act was committed by the state organs. The argument of Mexico
was that an investigation was held at the time and Mexico was not at fault in this case. The
tribunal (the commission which was established to negotiate the claim between Mexico and
France) held Mexico liable. In this case, the court didn't check whether there was a fault on the
side of Mexico or not. The basis for the commission to decide against Mexico was for the fact
that the crime was committed by the state organs.

The Near claim case
The Near claim case was the case between USA and Mexico. In that case, Mr. Near a USA
national he was living in Mexico. In one of the night, while he was walking with his wife
approached by the armed groups. There was an exchange of words between Mr. Near and these
armed groups an in the middle of the talk, there was a shoot against Mr. Nair and he was killed.
Subsequently, the Mexican authorities investigated the matter, but, they were not able to get any
information who did the criminal act even though the wife of Mr. Near was able to escape from
the accident.
The claim commission dismiss the case on the ground that US couldn't proof that there was a
grave and serious violation of international law standards on the side of the Mexican authorities
while investigating the matter. Before brought an action in a certain issue on the international
courts, there has to be an exhaustion of local remedy unless the state which has a jurisdiction to
investigate a matter may not pursue the case in accordance with international standards.

Some scholars including Malcom show, sight this case as one of the cases that applied the
objective/risk theory. But, according to our instructor, it is difficult to say that the objective
theory was incorporated in the Nair claim case. He argue that the claim of US was dismiss not
because of the commission was not proof that the act was not committed by state organs, rather,
the commission was not satisfied with the claim of US that international standards were not
observed by Mexico. Based on these facts, we cannot conclude that either objective or subjective
theory was applied in this case.

Youman’s claim case
The other case was the Yoman‟s claim case, again this case was between US and Mexico, It
happened in late 19th century. In this case, claim for damage in the amount of several thousand
dollars is made by US against Mexico on behalf of Thomas Youman‟s an American citizen
together with two other Americans colonel George Arnold and Henry in 1818. These three
Americans who were living in Mexico was killed in 1818. These Americans who contract in
Mexico to discharge a certain activities and again there are duties caped out by Mexican laborers.
On the day these men were killed, korbi who was a managing inginiour on the construction of
the tannal was a controversy with one of the laborers called Medin over a sum of about 20 cents
which the laborer resisted was due to him as wages. Konly considering the conduct of the laborer
to be offensive, ejected the later from the house in which Konli lived and which Medin had come
to discuss the matter. Subsequently, Medin was joined by several companions and grew in to a
mob. Then, the Americans prepared to defend themselves against the mob and report the
situation to the Mexican authorities. The authorities send military force to resolve the issue and
to keep the safety of the US nationals. But, against the clear supervision or instruction of the
authorities, these troops attack the US nationals and killed Arnold. The other two US nationals
was also killed while they out from the house to escape from the fire set on the house.
In case, the claim commission held Mexico liable. The commission in this case didn't care about
the existence of fault or not. In the first place the commission proof that whether the act was
committed by state organ or not even if the act was ultra-virus.

Subjective/fault theory
Under the subjective theory, it does not sufficient to proof that the act is committed by the state
organs, but, further need to prove that either there is negligence or intension on the side of the
states for that committed act.

The Home missionaries’ case
There is one case that clearly adopted the subjective theory.
These was a case between Britain and US in the 19th century in Sera Leon under British control.
There was home missionaries in Sera lion for some religious activities. The members of this
missionary were US nationals, Sera Leon also the colony of Britain. When Britain impose a new
kind of tax in its colonies, a protest was instigated in Sera Leon. This protest was very violent
and destroyed the properties of the missionaries, some of the missionaries also wounded and
killed. Because of that, US brought an action against Britain on behalf of its nationals.
In this case the claim commission stated that it is a well-established principle of international law
that, no government can became responsible for the act of rebellious bodies committed in
violation of its authority when it is itself guilty of no breach of good faith or no negligence in
suppressing the insurrection. There is no way for a state to be held responsible for the act of
rebellious in the absence of any failure, good faith, due diligence from the state. In short, unless
there is fault on the side of states, the states cannot be responsible for the act of protestors.

the 2001 draft articles on state responsibility
All these cases happened in the 19th century, after that, there was a development on the
international law. Since the issue of state responsibility under the international law is found be
very important, the international law commission came up with the 2001 draft articles on state
responsibility for internationally wrongful acts. Even though they are not binding, the whole
discussion of state responsibility will be based on these draft articles. Some of the principles
incorporated under the draft articles are the well-established rules of international customary law.
In some of its decisions, the ICJ clearly referred these draft articles. For instance, on the
Gabcikovo Nigymaros Project case.

Art 1, says every internationally wrongful act of the states entails the international responsibility
of that state. This rule is existed as a fundamental principle of international law even before these
articles. In the reparation and Cho-factory case the court clearly expressed this rule.
Art 2, Elements of an internationally wrongful acts of the states. It says there is an
internationally wrongful act of a state when a conduct consisting of an action or omission is
attributable to the state under international law and constitute a breach of an international
obligation of the states. There are two cumulative elements of wrongful acts of the states under
the above provision.
1. First there has to be a breach for a certain international obligation or rule. It may arise
from treaty, international customary law or from the general principles. Then, there has to
be a breach of that international rule or obligation.
2. The second one is attributability, the breach should be attributed to the state. Where the
characterization of an act of a state as internationally wrongful act is govern by
international law.
Such characterization is not affected by the characterization of the same act as lawful under
domestic or internal law. This means, when we define wrongful acts it is not based on
domestic laws rather it is based on international laws.
Art 4, and the following discuss the attribution element.
Art 4, is about conducts of state organs. It says the conduct of any state organ shall be
considered as an act of that state under international law whether the organ exercises legislative,
executive, judicial or any other positions, whatever position it holds in the organization of the
state and whatever its character as an organ of a central government or a territorial unit of the
state. The state organs also will be defined by the internal laws of that state. The wrongful act
should be committed within the official capacity that person or entity to be one state responsible.
But, if it is purely a personal act, even though it was committed by the state organs, there is a
possibility of that act may not attributed to the state. The good example of this issue is a Malen
claim case.
It was one of the 19th century case between US and Mexico. Comalen was a consular officer of
Mexico in US. There was also a police officer it was a Mexican by origin, but, a US by citizen.
In Texsas, which is one of the US states, met the consular officer who notably suffer while they
were in Mexico and this police officer took some measures against the consular officer which

clearly violate international laws. The police officer didn't stop there, for the second time he
abused the consular officer. Then, the case was submitted by Mexico against US before a claim
commission.
The claim commission was made a distinct what constitute the official act and what constitute
the personal act of the police officer. The commission found the first act of the police officer as
personal therefore it is not attributed to the US. But, the second act found be on official capacity,
so, it is attributed to the state of US.
However, you will not find no where the clear distinction of official acts and personal acts. Even
the international law commission refrain from defining the difference between these two acts in
its commentary.
There are exception for the principle only the conduct of state organ is attributable to the state.
Art 5, talks about the conducts of persons or entity exercise the powers of the governmental
authority. It says the conduct of a person or entity which is not an organ of state under Art 4,
but, which is empowered by the laws of that state to exercise elements of the governmental
authority shall be considered an act of the state under international law. A good example of such
persons or entities are private securities whose mandate is to maintain peace and security of a
certain state, to keep and administer state prison, etc. Because, these are purely the governmental
acts.
Art 6, says the conduct of an organ placed at the disposal of a state by another state shall be
considered as an act of the former state. But this is minimal to be happen.
Art 7, is a very important provision, it talks about excess of authority or contravention of
instructions or Breach of state organ. It says the conduct of an organ of a state or a person or
entity taking part to exercise elements of the governmental authority shall be considered as the
act of the state if the organ, person or entity acts in the capacity limited exceed its authority or
contravenes instructions. The justification of this provision is that it is up to the state to make
sure that these persons or institutions are well disciplined that will act within their own mandates
or within the given authority. Example, Youman case.
Art 8, stated about conducts directed, instructed and controlled by a state. It says the conduct
of a person or group of person shall be considered an act of a state if in the act is under the
instruction, control or direction of that state in carrying out its commitment. Here, the act is done
not by the state organ. The case of Adolf Hickman was a good example of this. In that case,

though Argentina argue that the arrest of Hickman is conducted by the security forces of
Israel, Israel in that time argue that this was carried out by some volunteer groups. As to
Argentina‟s argument, there is no doubt Israel will be held responsible, because, the security
forces are state organs. If the case was as Israel‟s argument, we should proof that these
volunteers either directed, controlled or instructed by Israel. The subsequent act of Israel may
also entails responsibility. For instance, if Israel acknowledge or adopt the acts of these
volunteers.
The issue of direction and instruction may not be disputable, but, the issue of control is
somehow subject to controversy.

The case between USA and Nicaragua
The case was submitted to the ICJ because of the violation of the principle of non-intervention
by the US in the internal affairs of the state of Nicaragua. In 1980's US was alleged to support
some contra groups which conducted a guerrilla fighting against the regime in the Nicaragua.
These contras were suspected of committing some serious grave humanitarian violations in
Nicaragua. In addition to that there was a direct intervention in Nicaragua by US. Accordingly
Nicaragua submitted the case before the ICJ. The argument of Nicaragua was that these contra
groups were supported and controlled by US and therefore, the violations by contras was
attributed to the state of US.
One of the issues in this case was whether the acts of these contras was attributable to the state of
US or not.
When deciding this case, the ICJ interpreted control to mean that it doesn't suffice to provide a
mere financial and other military equipment to these contra groups. The US must be involved in
the decision making of these contra groups. There has to be an effective control which means
the US must involve in the decision making. Hence, the ICJ didn't held US responsible for the
humanitarian violations of the contras.
But, subsequently in the Tadich case and (Turkish case), the international court for
Yugoslavia and the court which formed by UN, the term control interpreted with some
leniency or with lower standard than the Nicaragua case. There will not necessary to prove the
existence of an effective control, rather, some sort of an overall control is sufficient enough to
attribute an act to a state.

Here, we can‟t say one act is attributable to the state if it simply brought from a state. In many
case, if the act is directed, instructed and controlled by a state to state organ it may constitute as a
state act. Example, whether Eritrea has directed, instruction or control on the terrorist act of
Ethiopia.
The attribution of one act as a state act has a significant impact on the response of that affected
state. For instance, it may give a right to self-defense for the attacked state.

Art 9, says that, the conduct of a person or group of person shall be considered as an act of state
under international law, if a person or group of person is in fact exercising elements of the
governmental authority in the absence or default of the official authorities and in circumstances
such as to confer the exercises of those elements of authority. The main difference of this
provision from Art 4 is that, here, there is no functional government to outsource its authorities
to another person or group of person. Because of that, these entities by default will assume the
position of government. This usually happen where there is a state collapse. For instance, as
Libya, Somalia and some parts of Syria.
In the Iran Hostage case, the revolutionary guards assumed many governmental authorities like
controlling custom duties and visa.
Art 10, is about Insurrectional and other movements. It says, the conduct of an insurrectional
movement which becomes the new government of the state shall be considered as an act of the
state. These act will constitute as a state act if the insurrectional movement succeed in the war
against the existed regime and become a new government, the acts they committed while they
were insurrectional movements will be considered as a state act. But, if they shall maintain peace
and security of that state and also if they effectively control the majority of the state territory to
be considered as a government. The rationale behind the adoption of the acts committed in the
time of insurrectional movements as a state act is that, in order to make them liable in their
insurrectional movements to mind them they had responsibility for their acts during their
movements.
Art 11, stated about the conducts or acts adopted and acknowledged by a state as its own. It
says, conducts which is not attributed in accordance with Art 4 or the preceding provisions shall
nevertheless be considered as an act of that state if and to the extent that the state acknowledge
and adopts the conduct as its own.

The Iran Hostage case, was a good example. The new Iranian government instead of
condemning the revolutionary guards, the government commended the committed act and further
threatened the US that the diplomats will not be released unless US returned some of the
properties which Iran claimed from US authorities. Therefore, the subsequent act of the new
government of Iran is attributable to the state. Iran also be liable for the conduct of the
revolutionary because of the lack of the due-diligence from the Iranian new government by
Vienna convention.

Circumstances that state may precluded the wrongful acts
There are around eight circumstances where a state may escape from responsibility even if there
is a violation of international law and it is attributable to the state. These circumstances are
provided under (Art 20-27) of the draft articles on state responsibility for the internationally
wrongful acts.
1. The first one is consent as stated under (Art 20). It says, a valid consent by a state to the
commission of a given act by another state precludes the wrongfulness of that act in
relation to the former state.
2. The second one is self-defense (Art 21). It says the wrongfulness of an act of a state is
precluded if the act constitutes a lawful measure of self-defense taken in conformity in
the charter of United Nation.
3. Countermeasures in respect of an internationally wrongful act (Art. 22)
4. Force majeure (Art. 23), the occurrence of irresistible force or unforeseen event, beyond
control and materially impossible in the circumstance to perform obligation.
5. Distress (Art. 24)
6. Necessity ( Art. 25)
7. Compliance with peremptory norm ( Art. 26)
8. Consequence of invoking a circumstance precluding wrongfulness ( Art. 27)

Consequences of state responsibility
When a state is held internationally responsible, the legal consequence could be restitution,
reparation, satisfaction etc.

Restitution: - means to turn back to the previous position before the wrongful act was
committed.
Some of the violations may cause some sort of damage which can be assessed in terms of money.
In such cases the victim state may request for reparation/compensation.
In some cases also the only available remedy could be at list apology or declaration of the
wrongfulness the act that is regarded as satisfaction.

Chapter eight Use of force (Jus ad bellum)
The discussion on use of power is mainly based on customary international law and the UN
charter.
Art 2(4) of the UN charter is stated about use of force. It says all members shall refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political
independency of any state or in any another manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nation. So, this provision clearly prohibits any use of force by one state against another state in
the international relation. It is a basic principle of international law which has involved in to a
customary international law before incorporated in the UN charter.

exceptions of use of force
There are also some exceptions of this general principle.
The first exception is self-defense as stated under Art 51 of the UN charter, the second one is
authorization by the UN Security Council.

Self-defense.
Art 51, says that, nothing in the present charter shall impair the inherent right of the individual
or collective self-defense if an armed attack is occurs.

Inherent right
Some scholars argues that the exception of inherent right under Art 51 is a meant to recognize
the separate application of customary international law. There are different rules other than
provided under Art 51 of the UN charter in the customary international law with regard to selfdefense. So, the „word „inherent right‟ shows that Art. 51 recognizes the application of

customary international law in self-defense which have different rules as compared to the above
provision, Art 51 shall be prevail. So solely, the issue of self-defense must regulated by the UN
charter Art. 51. Because, Art 51 has already incorporated the necessary rules of the existing
customary international law because it came later on after the customary international law.
Therefore, the treaty shall only regulate the issue of self-defense.
On the other hand, others also argue that the incorporation of self-defense under the United
Nation charter does not disregard the separate application of customary international law on the
issue of self-defense. These group of scholars mention the phrase "inherent right" to support their
argument that shows the recognition of customary rules. It is the most accepted argument. In the
Nicaragua case, the ICJ ruled that, the UN charter and the customary international laws have a
simultaneous application.

Individual as well as collective self defense
Individual self-defense is a usual form of self-defense for the wrongful acts of one state. The
state in which triggers should be a victim of use of force. But, sometimes, there is a collective
self-defense. Collective self-defense mean when two or more states conclude an international
treaty and agree that, an attack on one of these states would be considered as an attack against all
states. Example, NATO

An actual armed attack occurs
The existence of an armed attack is a very pertinent condition to involve or exercise self-defense.
There has to be an actual armed attack to invoke a self-defense. Pre-emptive or anticipatory selfdefense is not clearly recognized in the UN charter. It is regulated under international customary
law not by the UN charter.

The meaning and elements of an armed attack
is another subject of controversy among the international law scholars. As stated in most of the
literatures on self-defense particularly in Art 51, there are two criteria for a certain attack to
qualify as an armed attack.

The scale and effect criteria
The scale and effect criteria, every attack may not constitute an armed attack unless its scale
and effect is grave enough in order to trigger a self-defense. Some frontier incidents may not

qualify as an armed attack. Since use of power or self-defense is an exception, it should be
interpreted strictly.

the origin of the attack
The second one is from where that attack was originated,
Some argue that it includes any attack even attacks from non-state actors. Because, the UN
charter doesn't specify from where such attacks should be emanate to qualify as an armed
attack. In addition to this, in the contemporary world, some non-state actors can carry out an
attack which is equivalent and in some cases more serious or grave than the state attacks.
The others also argue that, for a certain attack to qualify as an armed attack and to invoke selfdefense, it should come from the state or the act should attributable to the state. This kind of
interpretation is known as state-centric interpretation of an armed attack.

the ICJ interpretation of an armed attack
The ICJ in three cases adopted state-centric interpretation to define the word armed attack.
These are the Nicaragua case, the Israel wall case and the case between DRC and Uganda.

The Nicaragua case
The state of Nicaragua at one hand, the states of El-Salvador, Costa Rica, Honduras and USA on
the other hand involved in the case. Nicaragua was supports some rebel groups which are
operating within Nicaragua against El-Salvador. At the same time it also carry out some military
activities against Honduras and cost-Rika. Because of that, in 1981, USA stopped its aid to
Nicaragua. Since September 29/1981, as it was a friendly government with these states, US
officially started conducting a certain military activities in and against Nicaragua by assisting
some contra groups and sometimes also in a direct attack. In 1983, the US congress enact a
budgetary legislation to provide direct and indirect funds to groups against Nicaragua.
When the case was submitted to the ICJ by Nicaragua, US justified its act as an act of collective
self-defense.
The court in this case interpreting the word an armed attack by saying that, the attack should not
necessarily emanate from the regular forces of the state, but, it may come from the non-state
actor. If an attack can qualify the scale and effect criteria, it should be treated as an armed attack.
So, the ICJ in its decision give more favor for state-centric interpretation.

Because, the court doesn't believe that, the concept of armed attack includes assistant to rebels in
the form of the provision of weapons, logistical or other support, rather, there should be a
substantial involvement and an effective control of one state. The ICJ applied the effective
control standard for the first time in the Nicaragua case.
Further the court find the customary international law whether of a general kind or particular to
the inter-American legal system, there is no - between the exercise of collective self-defense in
the absence of a request by the state which is a victim of an alleged act.

Israel wall case
After the second Intifada (protest), in 2000, there was a violence from the west bank and other
occupied territories against Israel. In order to protect itself from such attacks, Israel came up with
huge project to build a 700 kilo meters wall between Israel and the occupied territories of
Palestine. The constructed wall was in some areas cover the occupied territories up to 18
kilometer deep. Then, the general assembly request an advisory opinion from the ICJ on the legal
consequence of the act of Israel. Israel argued that, I have an inherent right of self-defense to
protect from continuous attacks. On 2004, on its advisory opinion the court says that, Art 51 of
the UN charter recognize the existence of an inherent right of self-defense in the case of armed
attack by one state against another state. The court suggesting that, there is an armed attack
only by one state to another. The court doesn't recognized an attack by non-state actors as an
armed attack. The court further elaborate Israel doesn't claim that, the attacks against it, an
imputable to a foreign state. Because, the attack was originated from its occupied territories of
Palestine not from other sovereign state. The main thing that is different for this advisory opinion
was, it is delivered in 2004 after the „Nine eleven attack.‟
Arguments on the new development
Most scholars argue that, after nine-eleven attack, it is difficult to strictly apply the effective
control standard and state-centric interpretation due to the new developments in the
contemporary world. There are a lot of international developments after the ICJ render its
decision on the Nicaragua case. Terrorist attacks are the best examples among such
developments. So, especially following to the US attack on Afghanistan, there is a new
development on the law of use of force in particular on the interpretation of an armed attack.
That development is the lowering of the threshold of effective control. In other words, they
argued, a new custom has involved which lowers the high standard of effective control. A mere

support, assistant, providing of safe haven for the terrorist groups may attribute the act of those
terrorist groups to the state. Unless otherwise liberalize the standard of effective control, the
victim states cannot take the appropriate measures to protect its security.
Some other scholars also argue for the continuation of state-centric interpretation. Because, the
UN charter and the system is invented to maintain international peace and security as well as to
protect the next generation from another scorching war. For instance, Al-Qaeda operate in many
states in the world. If we consider an act of Al-Qaeda as an act of those states, there will be a war
against these states. It is also highly affect the international peace and security. Therefore, they
reject the new developments and stick on the strict interpretation of effective control. ICJ also
maintain this position in the Israel wall case. So, this ICJ opinion is highly criticized by many
scholars. Some of the judges also attached their separate and dissenting opinion. For instance,
„Judge Buergenthal‟ provided his dissenting opinion as follows, "the right to self-defense
doesn't only apply to attacks by state actors. The attack originated from the occupied Palestinian
territories must be deemed to fulfill the requirement of Art 51 of the UN charter. Even if it
doesn't originated from another foreign state, it should be qualified as an armed attack".

DRC vs Uganda case
In 1999, DRC filed its application to the ICJ by claiming that, acts of armed adoption carried out
by Uganda against the DRC territory constituted a flagrant violation of the UN charter. Uganda
submit a counter claim by alleging that, since 1994, it has been a victim of military operations
and other disestablishment acts carried out by armed group based in DRC either supported or
tolerated by successive DRC governments, So Uganda was claimed self-defense. The exercise of
self-defense has its own restrictions. A victim state can exercise self-defense until the Security
Council take an appropriate measure.
In this case the court rejected Uganda‟s claim of self-defense on the following ground. ”Uganda
never claimed that it had been subjected to an armed attack by the armed forces of DRC. The
armed attack to which reference was made came from the ADF (non-state actor). Furthermore,
there is no satisfactory proof for the direct and indirect involvement of the government of DRC
in the armed attack. In this case also there are the separate opinion of some judges. According to
„Judge Kooijmans‟ the Court should have taken account of the fact that the armed actions,
carried out by the Ugandan rebel movements (ADF) from Congo territory during June and July
1998 were, because of their scale and effects, equivalent to an armed attack had they been carried

out by regular armed forces. The fact that these armed actions cannot be attributed to the DRC,
since no involvement on its part has been proved, does not mean that Uganda was not entitled to
act in self-defense; Article 51 of the Charter does not make the right of self-defense conditional
on an armed attack by a State.
„Bruno Simma‟ is also another judge who attached his separate opinion. He is a well respected
and credible author on the use of force. „Judge Simma‟ notes that the Court has left un-answered
the question whether, even if not attributable to the DRC, cross-boundary military activities of
anti-Ugandan rebel groups could have been repelled by Uganda, provided that the rebel attacks
were of a scale sufficient to reach the threshold of an “armed attack” within the meaning of
Article 51 of the United Nations Charter. In this regard, Judge Simma‟ agrees with the argument
presented in the separate opinion of „Judge Kooijmans‟ to the effect that the Court should have
taken the opportunity offered by this case to clarify the state of the law on this highly
controversial matter, an issue left open by its Nicaragua Judgment of two decades ago. He
believes that if armed attacks are carried out by irregular bands against a neighboring State, these
activities are still armed attacks even if they cannot be attributed to the territorial State, and they
give rise to the right of self-defense within the same limits as in a State-to-State case.

Preemptive (anticipatory) self-defense
Preemptive self-defense is not a response to an actual armed attack, rather it is a response to a
threat of an attack. There are several controversies surrounding preemptive self-defense. First, it
is very difficult to say Art. 51 of the UN charter recognized preemptive self-defense. Because, it
says “an armed attack is occurs”, so preemptive self-defense is regulated by customary
international law. The classic formulation of the right of preemptive self-defense is connected
with a very famous incident called “Caroline incident”.
During the first part of the nineteenth century, an anti-British insurrection was taking place in
Canada. At the time, Canada was under British rule while the United States and Great Britain
were in a state of peace. There was, however, a ship owned by U.S. nationals, the Caroline,
which was allegedly providing assistance to the rebels in Canada. On the night of December 29,
1837, while the ship was moored on the U.S. side of the Niagara River, British troops crossed the
river, boarded the ship, killed several U.S. nationals, set the ship on fire, and sent the vessel over

Niagara Falls. The British Claimed that they were acting in self-defense, but after some heated
exchanges with Secretary of State Daniel Webster, the British government ultimately apologized.
US Secretary of State (foreign minister) Daniel Webster articulated the two conditions essential
to the legitimate preemptive self-defense under customary international law. These are necessity
and proportionality.
First, Necessity, He asserted that an intrusion to the territory of another state can be justified as
an act of self-defense only on those cases in which the necessity of that self-defense is:1. Instant (it should be Imminent not a mere speculation rather it should be very near to happen)
2. Overwhelming (it should be serious in terms of its graveness or risk), and
3. Leaving no choice of means, and no moment of deliberation (other than using force, there is
no means to avert the upcoming danger).
Second, proportionality, the state using force in self-defense would be obliged to respond in a
manner proportionate to the threat.
When these conditions cumulatively satisfied, the states can lawfully attack another state in the
absence of an actual armed attack. This is accepted by most scholars that these conditions have
involved in to a custom even before Carolina incident.
Hugo Gracious, in his book stated about preemptive self-defense as “war in defense of life is
permissible only when the danger is immediate, certain and not when it is merely assumed”.
This is a classical type of preemptive self-defense.
Following the nine-eleven attack, one of the major issues in respect to international law is the
lawfulness or legality and scope or extent of preemptive self-defense. Particularly US began
claiming preemptive self-defense again and again under its national security strategy (a
document announcing officially during the time of George W.Bush). In fact, it significantly
modified the conditions articulated by Daniel Webster which came to be known as “the Bush
doctrine”. It seems to expand or relax the stringent conditions of Daniel Webster. The
restrictive concept of anticipatory self-defense must be abundant to allow for a prompt and
effective response to the challenge of terrorist and their supporters particularly the concept of
immediacy must be adopted to the emerging new threat. Specifically, under National security
strategy (NSS) stated that “[the greater the threat, the greater is the risk of in action and the more
compelling the case for taking anticipatory action to defend ourselves, even if uncertainty
remains as to the time and place of the enemy‟s attack”.

The Bush doctrine suggesting that because of the new developments in the contemporary world
particularly in the weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and in the terrorists‟ attacks,
internationally, a more robust (sensible even on uncertain mode) type of preemptive self-defense
is required.
At that time Bush was argued that, even if we don‟t know about the exact time and place of the
attacks, any terrorist groups, any state supports terrorist groups and any state which possess
weapon of mass destruction are subject to use of force. That means, we may not be sure about
whether the element of “instant” satisfied or not, but we should be able to use force against any
terrorist groups.
It is also a modified version of preemptive self-defense.
The basic differences of the classical preemptive self-defense and the modified version are:1. The modified version is interpreted more broadly than the classical one.
2.

In the time of classical preemptive self-defense (before early 20th century) it was possible
to detect whether a certain state or groups are preparing themselves to carry out an attack
against another state, because the means of war was very conventional.

But, it doesn't mean that, customary international law or state practice adopt Bush doctrine.
In 1980's Iraq was in the project of building a nuclear plant which is the „Osirack Nuclear‟.
Israel was believed that, if „Sad-am Hussein‟ possessed a nuclear weapon, it is inevitable that,
he will employ the weapons to exterminate the state of Israel and its people. In 1981, Israel
attacked this nuclear plant and the case was deliberated in the UN Security Council. The act of
Israel was unanimously condemned by all members of the Security Council including by her
strongest allied of USA. Most of the states expressed their outrage on the act of Israel not
because preemptive self-defense is unlawful, rather because, the attack or the threat from Iraq
was very far in order to invite a preemptive self-defense. Because,
1. Any one not sure about whether Iraq is going to possess a nuclear weapon.
2. We are not sure whether Iraq will that nuclear weapon to attack Israel.
3. There were definitely many other options for Israel to stop Iraq from possessing a nuclear
weapon including the Security Council.
The more expansive interpretation of preemptive self-defense in the Bush doctrine open the
door for the powerful nations to attack another states particularly the nations led by the regimes
which are not supporters of US and others policy.

The good example of the Bush doctrine was the 2003 invasion of Iraq. At the time, USA and UK
were arguing that, Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction, and Sad-am Hussein has a
substantial link with Al Qaida. But, following the invasion, there was no weapon of mass
destruction is found, and no substantial link between Al-Qaida and the regime in Iraq. Because
of that, the invasion was highly criticized by many states and scholars. But, what would happen
if a weapon of mass destruction and the substantial link was found? It is also argumentative.

Use of force by the authorization of the UN Security Council
The Security Council is the most principal organ of united nation. According to Art 24 of the UN
charter, it has 15 members, five of them are permanent members, and the remaining ten members
are elected every three years. According to Art 24(1) the council conferred with a primary
responsibility to maintain international peace and security. It tasked to discuss any matter which
may treat or breach international peace and security and can take any measures which deem
necessary or appropriate from diplomatic or pacific means to military action.
The prominent power of the Security Council is the power to take a military action. This is stated
under chapter seven of the UN charter starting from Art 39. Chapter seven is talking about the
forcible measures taken by the Security Council to restore and maintain international peace and
security. When the council exercising its right under chapter seven, that decision will binding in
all states. For instance, Art 41 talks about economic sanctions. But, when the council found that
economic sanction is not enough to restore international peace and security, it may take as
provided under Art 42 military action by air, sea or land. Since it doesn't have an organized
military force, the Security Council may decide to authorize a certain state or international
organization to carry out a military attack. For instance, there was a conflict in Central Africa
Republic, France also was willing to intervene to avert a possible dangerous incidents,
subsequently, and the council authorized the military intervention of France. The council may
authorize group of states like in 1990's intervention of US, France and UK in Iraq. It may also
authorized regional organizations like the intervention of NATO in Kosovo in 1990's and in
Libya in 2011.
One of an interesting issue that may arise with regard to authorization from the UN Security
Council is its relation with other regional organizations like African Union. Art 53 of the UN
charter stated that, the Security Council shall where appropriate utilize such regional

arrangements or agencies for enforcement actions (a military actions) under its authority. But, no
enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies without
the authorization of the Security Council. It is a rule under the UN system. But, Art 4(h) of the
constitutive act of African Union empowers the AU to take military intervention or action if
there is a grave circumstances such as war crimes, genocide, crime against humanity and etc. in
the one of the member states. It doesn't request the authorization of the UN Security Council. In
this provision, it doesn't required the consent of the member state in which the intervention is
going to be made. The only condition attached for the AU military intervention is the happening
or likely to happening of the above grave circumstances in one of its member states. It is the only
constitutive act of the regional organizations that allows the military intervention in its member
states. The Au has 15 members as UN but there is not permanent member. The main reason
behind the insertion of this provision in the constitutive act of AU is the reluctant act of the UN
security council concerning with the conflicts erupted in Africa. They argued that, when conflicts
arise somewhere out of Africa, the UN Security Council seriously follow the matter. But, when it
comes to Africa, it doesn't care for the incidents involving in Africa and at least it doesn't move
effectively to address the issues. The Rwandan genocide is a good example. Within 100 days,
when around 800,000 people were dying, the Security Council did nothing to prevent that
massacre. So, we cannot allow to happen another Rwanda in Africa
In legal speaking, it is difficult to say Art 4(h) is in line with the UN charter Art 53. Therefore,
Art 4(h) of the constitutive act (the establishing document) of AU is in violation of Art 53 of the
UN charter.
There were many intervention of AU after its foundation. But, most of the interventions were
made with the authorization of UN Security Council. For instance, the AU mission in Somalia
(AMISOM). The mandate of AMISOM is reviewed every six month by Security Council.

Peace keeping missions
Peace keeping missions are not an enforcement actions or binding. Rather it is an intervention
based on consent or by volunteer. When one state, on behalf of an international organization
such as AU, sent its mission as peace keeping to another state, clearly it is not based on an
agreement between the host states, the sending states and that international organization. For
peace keeping mission, first, the consent of the host state is necessary. It is the first unique
feature of peace keeping mission from enforcement actions. The second difference is also, it is

not a combat force. This means, this force cannot engage in active war, rather follow up the
compliance of some conditions like cease fire agreements.
Some scholars refer peace keeping missions as 6&half. Because, they categorized between the
two chapters of the UN charter that are chapter six it talks about pacific settlement (settlement
of dispute) and chapter seven it talks about enforcement action.
Even though the mandate of the peace keeping mission is determined by the authorization,
previously, the mandate of the peace keeping mission was limited to defend itself. But, now a
day, especially from the Rwandan genocide, its mission including the protection of civilians.
When the civilians are at risk, the peace keeping mission may change to combat force.

Intervention by consent (invitation)
Some scholars consider intervention by consent as a third exception of the general use of force,
but there are also others doesn't regarded as an exception. Because, intervention by invitation
from the beginning doesn't violate any provisions of the UN charter including the provision
against use of force. Art 2(4) talks about use of force without the consent of the host-state. For
instance, Nigeria, Cameron, Chad and Niger establish a joint combat force for the successful
attacking of Bokharam. If this force military intervened in Nigeria or in one of the establishing
state, this is an intervention by consent or invitation. There is also a conflict in South Sudan. If
the government of South Sudan cannot maintain peace and order in some part of the country, it is
up to the sovereignty of the state, to decide whether to invite another state or will try to restore
peace and security by itself.

Chapter-nine Law of treaties
The discussion on the law of treaty will be based on the 1969 Vena convention on the law of
treaty. As many of the Vena conventions, it is a codification of well-established customary
international laws. But, it also intends to further guide or shape the behavior of states in a certain
way. In that respect, it is not only a codification of the existing customs; it is also intended for
the progressive developments of international law in the area of law of treaties.
According to this convention, Treaty means
1. An international agreement concluded between States

2. In written form and
3. Governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or
more related instruments and whatever its particular designation as stated under Art 2(a).
It doesn't mean that, those international agreements that are concluded by international
organizations don‟t qualified as a treaty. This definition is applicable only for the purpose of
this convention. For instance, a certain international organizations like AU concludes an
agreement with one state, does not mean that, this is not a treaty. There is no specific form
for a treaty under international law treaties may conclude in oral. But, for this convention,
written form is necessary.
Art 5, says that, the present Convention applies to any treaty which is the constituent
instrument of an international organization and to any treaty adopted within an international
organization without prejudice to any relevant rules of the organization.
Constituent instrument means the treaties that establish a certain international organization. For
instance UN charter and the constitutive act of AU are the constituent instruments of united
nation and African Union respectively.
Art 6, is about capacity of states to conclude treaties. Every State possesses capacity to
conclude treaties. It is a prerogative of the states to conclude treaties. States or entities that
qualify statehood have an inherent capacity of concluding treaties.
Art, 7 Treaty making

steps in the making of the treaties
There are a number of steps and procedures in the making of the treaties.

negotiation
The first one is negotiation. Two or more states may come together and negotiate on a
certain area and decide to conclude an agreement or a treaty. There are some peoples who
are mandated to lawfully negotiate international agreements by representing a particular
state. These personalities should produce a certain documents which can be an evidence
for that; they have the power to negotiate on behalf of a certain state. These evidencing
documents are known as a full power documents. But, some personalities are not
required to produce the full power. These persons are stated under Art 7(2). It says, In
virtue of their functions and without having to produce full powers, the following are

considered as representing their State. Heads of State, Heads of Government and
Ministers for Foreign Affairs, for the purpose of performing all acts relating to the
conclusion of a treaty.
Heads of diplomatic missions, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty between the
accrediting State and the State to which they are accredited. For instance, a US ambassador can
adopt a text or an agreement or can negotiate terms of the agreement between US and Ethiopia.
However, this person shall not be considered to have a full power to negotiate an agreement
between US and Kenya unless producing a full power.
Representatives accredited by States to an international conference or to an international
organization or one of its organs, for the purpose of adopting the text of a treaty in that
conference, organization or organ.
Other than these exceptions, any person who wants to negotiate on behalf of a state shall produce
full power.

adoption
The second step after the negotiation was ended is adoption. So, they have deliberated on a
certain topic and agree on a certain text, they adopt the text of the agreement. Art 9 says, the
adoption of the text of a treaty takes place by the consent of all the States participating in its
drawing up except as provided in paragraph. The adoption of the text of a treaty at an
international conference takes place by the vote of two thirds of the States present and voting,
unless by the same majority they shall decide to apply a different rule. For instance, the
resolutions of the general assembly are adopted by the two third majority vote. But, In case of
bilateral treaties, both states which participate in the agreement shall agree in the text of the
agreement.
Art 11 says that, the consent of a State to be bound by a treaty may be expressed by signature,
exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, ratification, acceptance, approval or accession,
or by any other means if so agreed.

expression of consent
Adoption doesn't mean that, that agreement will automatically become a binding document on
the states participated on that negotiation or accept the text. There has to be an expression of
consent in the form of signature, ratification or accession. So, once a document is adopted, it

would be opened for signature. Sometimes, signature by itself could be sufficient enough for that
treaty come in to force; sometimes also it is not sufficient.
Art 12(1) says, the consent of a State to be bound by a treaty is expressed by the signature of its
representative. Here, some treaties may be enough to be binding. This will depend on the forms
of the treaties.
When, first, the treaty provides that signature shall have that effect. Second, it is otherwise
established that the negotiating States were agreed that signature should have that effect. Third,
the intention of the State to give that effect to the signature appears from the full powers of its
representative or was expressed during the negotiation.
However, most of the international agreements required ratification in addition to signature.
Ratification: - is a further acceptance of the respective legislative bodies of the states.

Accession
Accession: - is when the states sign and ratify a document, but that state is not an original
negotiating state. So, that state was not part of the negotiation process, but latter on decide to join
the treaty. For instance, Ethiopia is not a member to WTO, latter on, Ethiopia may decide to join
WTO, this process is called accession.

Reservation
Reservation means a unilateral statement,

however phrased or named, made by a State, when

signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, whereby it purports to exclude or
to modify the legal effect of certain provisions of the treaty in their application to that State.
A reservation is usually comes when one state agrees in most part of the terms of the agreement,
but may not to be comfortable with the specific provisions of that agreement. In such cases,
instead of for that state totally reject that agreement, may attach its reservation to that specific
provision.
Unless there is a clear prohibition from that treaty, in principle, reservation is permitted. But,
some treaties may decide to prohibit attaching of any reservation, in that case reservation is not
possible. The states will either accept the agreement as a whole or may refuse to be a part of that
treaty. Reservation is very useful since, it may as an option to sign many treaties.

When the reservation is contravene with the very object and purpose of a treaty, reservation is
not permissible. But, it is not an easy task to identify which reservation is contravenes and which
are not contradict with the object and purpose of the treaty.
Some authors says, in fact some treaties seems to define their object and purpose and provide a
criteria to make a distinction between the contradictory and non-contradictory reservations. That
criteria is a two-third majority vote. If the reservation is rejected by two/third of the state
practice, the reservation is considered as a reservation incompatible to the object and purpose of
the treaty. This criteria is provided on the International convention on the elimination of all
forms of racial discrimination (ICERD) under Art 20.
When a reservation is made, some states may accept some states may also reject the reservation.
This will create a separate form of a relation between these opposing and accepting states
visa Vis with the reserving state. Libya's reservation on the Vena convention on the diplomatic
relations in particular regarding with diplomatic bag is a good example. Diplomatic bags are not
subject to search. But, Libya has a reservation on this rule. Libya stated that, diplomatic bags
may be searched in accordance with the consent of the sending state. So, for instance, if UK fails
to reject this reservation, it shall be considered as accepting the reservation. Therefore, the
relation between UK and Libya will be modified in accordance with the reservation. But, if UK
clearly reject Libya's reservation, the reservation as well as that specific provision shall not be
binding on both states. The relation of the two states may regulated by other sources of
international law. For instance, if there is a developed custom on that issue, regulated by that
custom. Otherwise, the general principles would be applicable.

Entry in to force of an agreement
Most of the treaties provide a specific date or in what circumstances that treaty will entered in to
force. Some treaties may provide the conditions such as a minimum number of ratification,
others may also say, after this date the treaty shall come in to force. So, the entry in to force shall
be again regulated by the treaty itself. In the absence of clear provisions in the treaty, a treaty
enters into force as soon as consent to be bound by the treaty has been established for all the
negotiating States as stated under Art 24(2).
Art 26, Pacta sunt servanda, says that, every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and
must be performed by them in good faith. It is a basic principle of international law.

INTERNAL LAW AND OBSERVANCE OF TREATIES
Art 27 says that, a party may not invoke the provisions of its internal (municipal law) law as
justification for its failure to perform a treaty. States cannot justify their act based on their
municipal law. Similarly, the states cannot violate the terms of the treaty based on their internal
law.
Art 28 says, Non-retroactivity of treaties, unless a different intention appears from the treaty
or is otherwise established, its provisions do not bind a party in relation to any act or fact which
took place or any situation which ceased to exist before the date of the entry into force of the
treaty with respect to that party.

Interpretation of treaties
There are three approaches regarding with the interpretation of treaties.
1.

Objective approach. It is try to give the natural and logical meaning of terms. It focus on
the actual text of the agreement and emphasis the analysis of the words used. In fact, it was
emphasized by the ICJ in the advisory opinion on the competency of the general assembly
for the admission of state to the UN. The court clearly confirmed that, terms should be given
their natural meaning.

2. The intension of the parties to the agreement, this one is more of a subjective approach.
It tries to find the intension of the party states when they conclude the treaty.
3. The third one is focus on the object and purpose of the treaty, it is a very broader approach.
It tries to understand the purpose and objective of the treaty and tries to interpret terms in
accordance with such objectives and purposes.
In the rule of interpretation, it is hardly impossible to stick to one of these approaches. Art 31(1)
says, a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be
given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. This
provision recognize all the three approaches. For instance, to interpret Art 4(h) of the constitutive
act of AU in line with Art 53 of the UN charter, we have to know first the purpose and goals of
AU and the main cause for the insertion of that provision.
But, sometimes, supplementary interpretation may be also required like Travex preparatory,
interview etc. Privance preparatory may be the minutes of the discussion.

Treaty and third state
Art 34 and 35 says that, a treaty does not create either obligations or rights for a third State
without its consent. It is another basic rule of international law.

Invalidation of treaties
The grounds and rules for the invalidation of treaties are mostly similar to the rules of contract in
the domestic laws. For instance, vitiate in consent is one ground of invalidation of treaties. It
could be a fraud, mistake, error, threat or use of force, corruption and other defects of
consent. Corruption means, when the person which represent a state was corrupted to conclude
a certain treaty, in that case a state may request the invalidation of that treaty.
Another ground of invalidation is also, if the treaty contradict with the jus cogens. Art 53 says
that, a treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts with a peremptory norm of
general international law. For the purposes of the present Convention, a peremptory norm of
general international law is a norm accepted and recognized by the international community of
States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified
only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character. Even though
there is no clear list of rules that are developed in to Jus Cogens, Prohibition against torture,
slavery, genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, use of force are the most accepted rules
of international law as Jus cogens.

Termination
There are some grounds where termination can be possible. Art 54 says that, the termination of a
treaty or the withdrawal of a party may take place:
(a)

In conformity with the provisions of the treaty; or (b) At any time by consent of all the

parties after consultation with the other contracting States. The first ground is the consent of all
parties as stated under Art 57.
The second ground is by making a subsequent incompatible treaties as stated under Art 59.
The third ground is termination by the consequence of the material breach of the treaty as stated
under Art 60.
The fourth ground is supervening impossibility of performance as stated under Art 61. .
The fifth ground is fundamental change of circumstances as provided under Art 62.
The sixth ground is the emergence of a new Jus Cogens as provided under Art 64.

Withdraw and Denunciation
Denunciation is a term applicable for bilateral treaties, whereas withdraw is used for multilateral
treaties.
In principle, withdrawal and denunciation is not a right. However, if they agreed in there treaty it
may possible.
Art 56 says that, A treaty which contains no provision regarding its termination and which
does not provide for denunciation

or withdrawal is not subject to denunciation

or

withdrawal unless. (a) It is established that the parties intended to admit the possibility of
denunciation or withdrawal. (b) A right of denunciation or withdrawal may be implied by the
nature of the treaty. A party shall give not less than twelve months‟ notice of its intention to
denounce or withdraw from a treaty.
For instance, there was a cessation clause in the constitutive act of AU under Art 31. However, in
the latter amendment, this provision is deleted. But, this amendment protocol cannot be effective,
because it couldn't fulfilled the minimum ratification number.

Gabachikovo-Nagymaros project case
It is also referred as a Danube case. This is a case between Hungary and Slovakia. There was a
treaty between Hungary and Czechoslovakia (Czechoslovakia)
Gabachikovo-Nagymaros was a state which contain Check republic and Slovakia) to build a
project called to preserve the Danube river. Latter on because of the protest from the people of
Hungary, the Hungarian government decided to terminate unilaterally the project. Among the
defenses of Hungary, there were those grounds of termination like the fundamental changes of
the circumstances, the issue of necessity and others.

